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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the Riemann–Hilbert problem with matrix coefﬁcient
GA½LNðRÞ22 having det G ¼ 1 in Hardy spaces ½H7p 2; 1oppN; on half-planes C7: Under
the assumption of existence of a non-trivial solution of corresponding homogeneous
Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7N2 we study the solvability of the non-homogeneous
Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7p 2; 1opoN; and get criteria for the existence of a
generalized canonical factorization and bounded canonical factorization for G as well as
explicit formulas for its factors in terms of solutions of two associated corona problems (in Cþ
and C). A separation principle for constructing corona solutions from simpler ones is
developed and corona solutions for a number of corona problems in HþN are obtained.
Making use of these results we construct explicitly canonical factorizations for triangular
bounded measurable or almost periodic 2 2 matrix functions whose diagonal entries do not
possess factorizations. Such matrices arise, e.g., in the theory of convolution type equations on
ﬁnite intervals.
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1. Introduction
Oscillatory Riemann–Hilbert problems appear in several areas of Mathematics
and Mathematical Physics such as, for example, ﬁnite interval convolution-type
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operators [5,20,22,28,29,36] and inverse scattering problems associated with
important partial differential equations of Mathematical Physics [1,12].
In this paper we start from a solution of a homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert
problem in the Hardy spaces ½H7N2 on the half-planes C7 ¼ fzAC :7Im z40g
which is used to investigate fully the existence of generalized canonical factorization
of bounded measurable 2 2 matrix functions deﬁned on R: As is known, answering
the factorization problem is, in turn, equivalent to answering the question of
existence and uniqueness of solutions to a corresponding non-homogeneous
Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7p 2ð1opoNÞ: Speciﬁcally, in the paper it is shown
that, if a solution to an appropriate Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7N2 is known,
then the factorization can be completely determined provided that two associated
corona problems can be explicitly solved. Actually, the existence of a bounded
canonical factorization turns out to be equivalent to the solvability of the two
associated corona problems. In two previous papers by Bastos et al. [2,3] only one
corona problem appears in connection with the factorization problem but this is due
to the fact that the basic condition on the existence of a solution of the homogeneous
problem in ½H7N2 is here formulated in more general terms. As would be expected
when the basic condition reduces to that of the above-mentioned paper one of the
corona problems is trivial.
The paper contains two sections where solutions to the corona problem in HþN are
derived and a general method of obtaining solutions to complex problems from
simpler ones is developed.
The outline of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we study the solvability of the non-homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert
problem with bounded measurable 2 2 matrix coefﬁcient G having unit determinant
in Hardy spaces ½H7p 2; 1opoN; on the half-planes C7 provided that there exists a
non-trivial solution of a homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7N2: We
associate with this solution two corona problems (in Cþ and C) whose solvability





: This guarantees the existence and uniqueness
of solutions of the non-homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7p 2; 1opoN;
and consequently, the invertibility of the associated singular integral operator in
½LpðRÞ2: If the off diagonal entry F belongs to a decomposing algebra, we get
analogous sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of two linearly independent solutions
of the homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7N2: Corresponding solutions of
non-homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problems in ½H7p 2 for 1opoN are written
explicitly as well. We also show that the existence of a common zero for the corona
data in Cþ or C leads to the existence of a non-trivial solution of the homogeneous
Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7p 2: Nevertheless the solvability of the associated
corona problems is not necessary for the invertibility of the singular integral operator
corresponding to the Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7p 2; 1opoN:
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In Section 3, we study the relationship between the existence of canonical
factorization of the matrix coefﬁcient G of the Riemann–Hilbert problem and the
solvability of two associated corona problems. We get criteria for the existence of a
generalized canonical factorization of G under the assumption imposed in Section 2.
We also show that the solvability of the above-mentioned corona problems is
necessary for the existence of bounded canonical factorization of G in contrast to the
case of generalized canonical factorization. Moreover, we produce a condition
guaranteeing the necessity of corona solvability conditions for the existence of
generalized canonical factorization of G:
In Section 4, we present a separation principle for two-element corona problems.
It allows us to construct corona solutions for corona data
f ¼ f1f2yfn; g ¼ g1g2ygm
in terms of corona solutions corresponding to simpler corona data consisting of all
pairs
ðfk; giÞ; k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; i ¼ 1; 2;y; m:
This principle supplies us with a powerful tool for constructing general corona
solutions from partial corona solutions as from bricks.
Section 5 is devoted to the explicit solution of some corona problems on the basis
of the separation principle and Carleson’s interpolation theorem (see [13]). We
construct corona solutions in HþN in case one of the corona data is an arbitrary or
almost arbitrary function in HþN; while the other is a rational function, or a periodic
binomial eimz  cðm40; cACÞ; or an interpolating Blaschke product [13] in HþN: In
other words, the second function f in the corona data has a ﬁnite set of zeros, a
periodic set of zeros or an interpolating sequence of zeros in Cþ: The case of the
function f ¼ eimz is also considered. Of course, the results of Section 4 allow us to
construct corona solutions to problems where f is represented by a product of the
above considered functions.
In Sections 6 and 7, we give some applications of results obtained in Sections 2–5
to canonical factorization problems for triangular matrix functions with diagonal
entries that do not possess factorizations. The ﬁrst part of Section 6 is devoted to
constructing explicit canonical factorizations for triangular almost periodic 2 2
matrices with absolutely convergent Fourier series, that is, matrix functions from the
Wiener class APW : In this case a generalized canonical factorization is automatically
bounded and moreover, its factors belong to AP7W ¼ APW-H7N: In spite of the fact
that the corona data are in AP7W ; respectively, we look for corona solutions in the
most general class H7N: Nevertheless, this also allows us to construct bounded
canonical factorization with factors in AP7W and indirectly gives other corona
solutions in AP7W (cf. [2]).
It should be noted that the corona problem in APW for explicit constructing of AP
factorization [20] for APW matrix functions was used explicitly or tacitly in
[3,4,30,31]. Thus, Section 6 supplies us with new classes of APW matrix functions
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admitting a canonical AP factorization (cf. [3,4,14,22,24,25,30,31]). This also gives us
the possibility to study the Fredholmness of convolution type operators with semi-
almost periodic [33] symbols having considered almost periodic asymptotics in7N;
on spaces of Bessel potentials on ﬁnite intervals or systems of ﬁnite intervals and rays
(see [6,21,23]) as well as Toeplitz operators with such matrix symbols on weighted
Lebesgue spaces (see [8,18,22]).
In the second part of Section 6, we construct explicit generalized canonical
factorizations for triangular bounded measurable 2 2 matrix functions whose
diagonal entries consist of some inner functions and their inverses.
In Section 7, we consider two examples illustrating the present approach for
constructing explicit generalized canonical factorizations.
Finally, we would like to point out that we divide the factorization problem into
two subproblems. The ﬁrst one consists of ﬁnding one bounded solution of a
homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem in ½H7N2: Sometimes this solution is
evident (see Section 6) or is easily obtained (see Section 7 and [3, Theorem 6.1]). The
second subproblem consists of ﬁnding solutions (in H7N) of both associated corona
problems. Comparing our approach with Sakhnovich’s ideas [32] for solving
convolution type equations on a ﬁnite intervals (or associated (see [20,28,29])
Riemann–Hilbert problems in Hardy spaces on half-planes with triangular matrix




on R where l is the length of the interval
and K is the Fourier transform of equation kernel) one can see that instead of ﬁnding
a second linearly independent solution of a homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem
in ½H7N2 we propose solving explicitly two corona problems. In [2,3] and in Sections
6 and 7 we realize this idea and identify new classes of matrix functions admitting
explicit canonical factorization.
2. The solvability of Riemann–Hilbert problems and the corona theorem
In this section we use the corona theorem to study the solvability of the Riemann–
Hilbert boundary-value problems with bounded measurable 2 2 matrix coefﬁcients
in the Hardy spaces on half-planes. This approach allows us to deal with matrix
coefﬁcients GA½LNðRÞ22 with non-zero constant determinants. Below, without
loss of generality, we always assume det G ¼ 1:
For simplicity, ﬁrst we consider the Riemann–Hilbert boundary-value problem in
the Hardy spaces ½H7p 2ð1opoNÞ: to ﬁnd functions Fþ1 ;Fþ2 AHþp and F1 ;F2 AHp
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on the real axis R where the functions u1; u2ALpðRÞ are given. The functions a; b; c; d
are assumed to be in LNðRÞ and satisfy
ad  bc ¼ 1: ð2:2Þ
In this paper, we identify functions in Hardy spaces and their non-tangential limits onR:
In all that follows we shall study the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) under the
following assumption:




















where C7 ¼ fzAC :7Im z40g:
Under conditions (2.4) and (2.5) the corona problems in H7N
fþ f˜þ þ gþ *gþ ¼ 1; f f˜ þ g *g ¼ 1 ð2:6Þ
have solutions f˜þ; *gþAHþN and f˜; *gAH

N; respectively (see, e.g., [10] or [13, p. 324]).
Assumption (A) and solutions of the two corona problems (2.6) allow us to reduce
the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) with matrix coefﬁcient
G ¼ a b
c d
" #















where the unknown functions C71 ;C
7
2 belong to H
7
p ;
F ¼ *gþaf˜  *gþb *g þ f˜þcf˜  f˜þd *gALNðRÞ; ð2:8Þ
v1 ¼ fþu1  gþu2; v2 ¼ *gþu1 þ f˜þu2; ð2:9Þ
and v1; v2ALpðRÞ:
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Lemma 2.1. If assumption (A) and (2.4)–(2.5) hold, then the Riemann–Hilbert
boundary-value problems (2.1) and (2.7) are solvable in ½H7p 2 only simultaneously and



















with f˜7; *g7 solutions of the corona problems (2.6).
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y ¼ ðfþa  gþcÞf˜ þ ðfþb þ gþdÞ *g:

































yield (2.7). The rest is obvious. &
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is a solution of the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.3).









t x dt; xAR; ð2:13Þ
is known to be bounded and involutory ðS2 ¼ IÞ: This implies that the operators
P7 ¼ ðI7SÞ=2 ð2:14Þ
are bounded complementary projections on LpðRÞ:
Theorem 2.2. If assumption (A) and (2.4)–(2.5) hold, then for every pair of functions
u1; u2ALpðRÞ; the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) has unique solution in ½H7p 2 given
by
Fþ1 ¼ f˜þvþ1 þ gþvþ2  gþPþFv; F1 ¼ f˜v1  gv2 þ gPFv;
Fþ2 ¼  *gþvþ1 þ fþvþ2  fþPþFv; F2 ¼ *gv1  fv2 þ fPFv; ð2:15Þ
where
v71 ¼ P7ðfþu1  gþu2Þ; v72 ¼ P7ð *gþu1 þ f˜þu2Þ; ð2:16Þ
Fv ¼ ð *gþaf˜  *gþb *g þ f˜þcf˜  f˜þd *gÞv1 ALpðRÞ; ð2:17Þ
and f˜7; *g7AH7N are solutions of the corona problems (2.6).
Proof. Fix functions v1; v2ALpðRÞ and consider the functions v7k ¼ P7vkAH7p
ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ: Writing (2.7) in the form
Cþ1 C1 ¼ v1;
Cþ2 C2 ¼ FC1 þ v2;
(
ð2:18Þ
we get from the ﬁrst equation in (2.18):
Cþ1 ¼ vþ1 ; C1 ¼ v1 : ð2:19Þ
Substituting C1 in the second equation of (2.18), we derive analogously the results
Cþ2 ¼ PþðFv1 þ v2Þ; C2 ¼ PðFv1 þ v2Þ;
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whence
Cþ2 ¼ PþFv þ vþ2 ; C2 ¼ PFv  v2 : ð2:20Þ
Thus the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.7) has a unique solution in ½H7p 2 for every
pair v1; v2ALpðRÞ; and this solution is given by (2.19)–(2.20). Then in view of Lemma
2.1 the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) also has a unique solution in ½H7p 2 for every
pair u1; u2ALpðRÞ: Finally, due to (2.9)–(2.11), we get (2.15) from (2.19)
and (2.20). &
With the Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) we associate the bounded linear singular
integral operator
TG ¼ Pþ þ GP ð2:21Þ
on the space ½LpðRÞ2: In (2.21) Pþ and P denote now the projections in ½LpðRÞ2
corresponding to (2.14). As is well known from the Sokhotski–Plemelj formulas (see,
e.g., [26, p. 46] or [7, p. 172]), the operator TG acting on the space ½LpðRÞ2 is
invertible if and only if the corresponding Riemann–Hilbert boundary value problem
(2.1) has unique solution in H7p for every pair of functions u1; u2ALpðRÞ:
Consider now the question of the necessity of conditions (2.4) and (2.5) for the
invertibility of the operator TG acting on the space ½LpðRÞ2 under assumption (A).
First, let us show a relation between the existence of non-trivial solutions of
homogeneous problem (2.1) and the solvability conditions for corona problems
(2.6).
Lemma 2.3. Under assumption (A) the homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1)
has a non-trivial solution in H7p if
(1) the functions fþ and gþ have a common zero in Cþ; or
(2) the functions f and g have a common zero in C:
















p : Case (2) is treated analogously. &
Thus conditions (2.4) and (2.5) may be violated only on R: As we will show below,
this can actually happen. Indeed, let arg z be the continuous branch of the argument
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in C\Rþ with values in 0; 2p½: Consider the matrix function














































where cþ ¼ 0; c ¼ 2p: Consequently,
h ¼ hþh1 : ð2:24Þ

































Hence, assumption (A) is fulﬁlled for matrix function (2.22) under the replacement
g7/g7h7; f7/f7h7:
But all functions g7h7; f7h7 have a zero at the point z ¼ 0:
On the other hand, the operator TG with matrix coefﬁcient (2.22) is invertible on
the space ½LpðRÞ2 only simultaneously with the operator TH ¼ Pþ þ HP where
H ¼ diagfh1; hg: But the operator TH is invertible on the space ½LpðRÞ2 for all
small g40 because jjTH  I jjo1 in view of (2.23).
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Thus we have proved that conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are not necessary for the
invertibility of TG on the space ½LpðRÞ2: Nevertheless in Section 2 we will introduce
a condition ensuring the fulﬁlment of (2.4) and (2.5) for the operator TG to be
invertible.
It should be noted also that if assumption (A) holds and functions f7; g7 have a
common zero z0AR of order g41 1p; then analogously to Lemma 2.3 we get non-
trivial solutions
F71 ðzÞ ¼ ðz  z0Þ1g7ðzÞ; F72 ðzÞ ¼ ðz  z0Þ1f7ðzÞ
of the homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) in H7p :
From Theorem 2.2 we conclude that assumption (A) and conditions (2.4) and (2.5)
imply that the homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) in H7p ð1opoNÞ
possesses only the trivial solution. A completely different situation occurs for the
solvability of homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem in H7N:
The homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) in H7N is related to the
bounded canonical factorization of the matrix coefﬁcient G (see [11, Chapter 2] and
Theorem 3.5). We ﬁnish this section with a theorem that can be proved in the same










t x dt; xAR: ð2:25Þ
Theorem 2.4. If assumption (A) and (2.4)–(2.5) hold and
P˜7F ¼ P˜7ð *gþaf˜  *gþb *g þ f˜þcf˜  f˜þd *gÞAH7N; ð2:26Þ
then the homogeneous Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.1) possesses two linearly
independent solutions in H7N; the solution
Fþ1 ¼ gþ; F1 ¼ g;
Fþ2 ¼ fþ; F2 ¼ f; ð2:27Þ
and the solution
Fþ1 ¼ f˜þ þ gþP˜þF ; F1 ¼ f˜  gP˜F ;
Fþ2 ¼  *gþ þ fþP˜þF ; F2 ¼  *g  fP˜F : ð2:28Þ
Proof. It is easily seen that Lemma 2.1 remains valid for p ¼N: Hence it is
sufﬁcient to solve the homogeneous problem (2.7) in H7N: Setting v1 ¼ v2 ¼ 0 and
taking into account (2.26), we obtain from (2.18) two linearly independent solutions
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C72 ¼ 7P˜7F :
ð2:29Þ
In view of the relations
F71 ¼ f˜7C71 þ g7C72 ;
F72 ¼  *g7C71 þ f7C72
(see (2.10)–(2.11)), we get from (2.29) two linearly independent solutions (2.27) and
(2.28) of the homogeneous problem (2.1) in H7N: &
3. Canonical factorization and corona problems
A Lebesgue measurable function w :R-½0;N is called a weight if the set
w1ðf0;NgÞ has measure zero. Given 1opoN and a weight w on R; we deﬁne







Let ApðRÞ denote the class of Muckenhoupt weights, i.e., the set of all weights













where J runs through all intervals on R; jJj denotes the length of J and p1 þ q1 ¼
1: As is known (see, e.g., [7,13,17]), the operator S given by (2.13) on functions
jALpðR; wÞ is bounded on the space LpðR; wÞ if and only if 1opoN and wAApðRÞ:
Under these conditions the operators P7 ¼ ðI7SÞ=2 are bounded complementary
projections on the space LpðR; wÞ: Let
H7p ðwÞ ¼ P7LpðR; wÞ:
Functions fAH7p ðwÞ can be extended to analytic functions in C7; respectively. We
again identify elements of H7p ðwÞ with their analytic extensions to C7:
Let G be a complex matrix function in ½LNðRÞnn: To begin with we recall the
deﬁnitions of canonical factorizations (see, e.g., [2,11,26,27,34,35]).
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Deﬁnition 3.1. A matrix function GA½LNðRÞnn is said to admit a generalized (left)
canonical factorization relative to LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; if
G ¼ GþG; ð3:2Þ
where
(i)
tþGþA½Hþp ðwÞnn; tþG1þ A½Hþq ðw1Þnn;
tGA½Hq ðw1Þnn; tG1 A½Hp ðwÞnn;
and t7ðxÞ ¼ ðx7iÞ1;
(ii) the operator G1 PG
1
þ I has a bounded extension to ½LpðR; wÞn:
Deﬁnition 3.2. A matrix function GA½LNðRÞnn is said to admit a bounded (left)
canonical factorization if G has a representation of the form (3.2) where
G71þ A½HþNnn; G71 A½HNnn:
It is well known (see, e.g., [2,34,35]) that the operator TG ¼ Pþ þ GP with coefﬁcient
GA½LNðRÞnn acting on the space ½LpðR; wÞn; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; is invertible if
and only if G admits a canonical generalized factorization relative to LPðR; wÞ:
Notice that property (i) alone implies that a canonical factorization is determined
uniquely to within a constant invertible matrix multiplier (see [2,26]).
Using these two results we can prove the following simple assertion (cf. the proof
of Theorem 3.1 in [2]).





















every LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ:
Proof. Let 1opoN; wAApðRÞ and jALNðRÞ: Then tþjALpðR; wÞ because
tþwALpðRÞ and
jjtþjjjp;wpjjjjjNjjtþwjjpoN: ð3:3Þ
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Taking into account that tt1þ AH

N and the projections P7 :LpðR; wÞ-H7p ðwÞ are


















of canonical factorization G ¼ GþG satisfy condition (i) of Deﬁnition 3.1.
On the other hand, G admits a generalized canonical factorization G ¼ GþG





is invertible on every such space ½LpðR; wÞ2: Since both factorizations G ¼ GþG
and G ¼ GþG satisfy condition (i) of Deﬁnition 3.1, we get
Gþ ¼ GþC; G ¼ C1G;
where C is an invertible constant matrix in C22: Then G7 satisfy condition (ii) of
Deﬁnition 3.1 and hence G ¼ GþG itself is a generalized canonical factorization
relative to every LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ: &
Next we impose a conditional on functions f7; g7 in (2.3) which implies the
necessity of (2.4) and (2.5) for the existence of generalized canonical factorization for
the matrix function




with entries in LNðRÞ and detG ¼ 1: Assume:









jjþðxÞfþðxÞ þ cþðxÞgþðxÞj40; ð3:6Þ
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jjðxÞfðxÞ þ cðxÞgðxÞj40: ð3:8Þ
Theorem 3.4. Under assumption (A) the matrix function (3.4) admits a canonical
generalized factorization G ¼ GþG relative to LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; if and,
under condition (B), only if conditions (2.4) and (2.5) hold. In that case
Gþ ¼
f˜þ þ gþFþ gþ




*g þ fF f˜  gF
" #
; ð3:9Þ
where f˜7; *g7AH7N are solutions of corona problems (2.6),
F7 ¼ P˜7ð *gþaf˜  *gþb *g þ f˜þcf˜  f˜þd *gÞ; ð3:10Þ
and t7F7AH7p ðwÞ for every 1opoN and every wAApðRÞ:
Proof. Sufficiency: If assumption (A) and (2.4)–(2.5) hold then G admits a
generalized canonical factorization relative to LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; only






where the matrices B7 and the function F are given by (2.11) and (2.8), respectively.





















are factors of a generalized canonical factorization, G ¼ GþG; relative to every
LpðR; wÞ: It is easily seen that (3.11) coincides with (3.9).
Necessity: Let assumptions (A) and (B) hold and suppose the matrix function (3.4)
admits a generalized canonical factorization relative to LpðR; wÞ but, for example,
inf
zACþ
maxfjfþðzÞj; jgþðzÞjg ¼ 0: ð3:12Þ
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For deﬁniteness, assume (3.7) and (3.8) being fulﬁlled in (B). By (3.7), the corona









belong to ½HN22: Then the matrix function G˜ ¼ GD1 also admits a generalized

















¼ cg þ jf *jg þ *cf
" #
;
fþ; gþAHþN; fˆ; #gAH

N; and 1= #gALNðRÞ in virtue of (3.8). Let




Then due to (3.13) and (3.8),
a˜ ¼ gþ  b˜fˆ
#g
; c˜ ¼ fþ  d˜fˆ
#g
: ð3:14Þ
In view of the stability of generalized canonical factorability property, there exists
an e40 such that for every fˆþ; #gþAHþN satisfying the inequalities
jjfþ  fˆþjjNoe; jjgþ  #gþjjNoe ð3:15Þ
the perturbed matrix function





aˆ ¼ #gþ  b˜fˆ
#g
; cˆ ¼ fˆþ  d˜fˆ
#g
; ð3:17Þ
admits a generalized canonical factorization relative to LpðR; wÞ as well as G˜
(cf. (3.14) and (3.17)).
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By (3.12), there is a point z0ACþ such that
jfþðz0Þjoe; jgþðz0Þjoe:
Then the functions
fˆþ ¼ fþ  fþðz0Þ; #gþ ¼ gþ  gþðz0Þ
satisfy (3.15) and have the common zero z0ACþ: By Lemma 2.3, which remains valid









has the non-trivial solution
F71 ðzÞ ¼ #g7ðzÞ=ðz  z0Þ; F72 ðzÞ ¼ fˆ7ðzÞ=ðz  z0Þ ð3:19Þ
in H7p ðwÞ: Here we take into account that analogously to (3.3)
















p ðwÞ contradicts the invertibility of
the operator T
Gˆ
¼ Pþ þ GˆP that completes the proof. &
In case of bounded canonical factorization we get a stronger result.
Theorem 3.5. Let a; b; c; dALNðRÞ and ad  bc ¼ 1: Then the matrix function (3.4)
admits a bounded canonical factorization G ¼ GþG if and only if there exist functions
f7; g7AH7N satisfying (2.3)–(2.5) and the functions F7 given by (3.10) are in H
7
N;
respectively. In that case the factors G7 are calculated by (3.9).
Proof. Sufficiency: Since assumption (A) and (2.4)–(2.5) hold we get from Theorem
3.4 that the matrix function (3.4) admits a generalized canonical factorization G ¼
GþG relative to every LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; where G7 are given by (3.9).
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Since F7AH7N; we see from (3.9) that G7; G
1
7 A½H7N22 and thus the canonical
factorization G ¼ GþG is actually bounded.
Necessity: Let G ¼ GþG be a bounded canonical factorization. Then det G7a0
on R and det G1þ ¼ det G where det G1þ AHþN; det GAHN: Consequently,
det G1þ ¼ det G ¼ consta0:
Then, without loss of generality, we can assume that
detG7 ¼ 1 ð3:20Þ
(otherwise we make use of transformation
Gþ/Gþc1; G/cG











where f7; f˜7; g7; *g7AH7N; we get (2.3) from the equality Gþ ¼ GG1 : Equalities




F ¼ *gþaf˜  *gþb *g þ f˜þcf˜  f˜þd *g ¼ 0;
whence F7 ¼ 0AH7N: &
The proof of necessity in Theorem 3.5 shows that in case of existence of bounded
canonical factorization for G; there exist corona solutions f˜þ; *gþAHþN and
f˜; *gAHN of corona problems (2.6) such that the transformation
G/BþGB1
with B7 given by (2.11) reduces G to the identity 2 2 matrix. On the other hand,
for arbitrary corona solutions f˜7; *g7AH7N such transformation always reduces G to





The results of Sections 1 and 2 can be applied to matrix functions of the form
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and




where h71AH7N and f ; a; bALNðRÞ: It is easily seen that assumption (A) for these
matrices means, respectively, that there exist functions f7; g7AH7N such that





af ¼ gþ  g;
bgþ ¼ fþ  f:
(
ð3:24Þ
In particular, assumption (A) holds for matrix functions (3.21) and (3.22) if





N-hHN and 1=gþALNðRÞ; and, respectively, if
a ¼ gþ  g
f
; b ¼ fþ  f
gþ
; ð3:26Þ
where f7; g7AH7N and 1=gþ; 1=fALNðRÞ:
4. Separation principle for corona problems
In this section we present a separation principle for two-element corona problems.
In case corona data are represented by products of functions,
f ¼ f1f2yfn; g ¼ g1g2ygm;
this principle allows us to construct corona solutions to this problem in terms of
corona solutions to the simpler problems with corona data running through the set
of all pairs
ðfk; giÞ; k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; i ¼ 1; 2;y; m;
of initial corona data factors.
In what follows we will use the notation ðfk; giÞ for the two-element corona
problem
fkf˜k;i þ gi *gi;k ¼ 1 ð4:1Þ
with data fk; gi and denote the corresponding pair of solutions by ðf˜k;i; *gi;kÞ:
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First, consider the corona problem ðf1f2yfn; gÞ:
Lemma 4.1. Let f1; f2;y; fn; gAHþN and let ðf˜k; *gkÞ be a corona solution in HþN for the







is a corona solution in HþN for the corona problem
ðf1f2yfn; gÞ; n ¼ 2; 3;y :
Proof. Since
fkf˜k þ g *gk ¼ 1 for k ¼ n; n  1;y; 1;
we get





¼ f1f2yfn1 f˜1 f˜2yf˜n1ðfnf˜n þ g *gnÞ





¼ In1;1 ¼? ¼ I1;1 ¼ 1: &
Now we consider the general case.
Theorem 4.2. Let fk; giAHþN and let ðf˜k;i; *gi;kÞ be a corona solution in HþN for the
corona problem ðfk; giÞ where k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; i ¼ 1; 2;y; m: Then





F˜n;k1;y;kiðg1 *g1;k1Þðg2 *g2;k2Þyðgi *gi;kiÞ
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is a corona solution in HþN for the corona problem f f˜ þ g *g ¼ 1 in case
f ¼ f1f2yfn; g ¼ g1g2ygm; n; mAN: ð4:5Þ
Proof. Let
In;m














We claim that in case m41;
In;m ¼ In;m1: ð4:6Þ
Indeed, since
gm *gm;k ¼ 1 fkf˜k;m ðk ¼ 1; 2;y; nÞ
and

































1; i ¼ 1; 2;y; i1  1;
2; i ¼ i1; i1 þ 1;y; i2  1;
y yyyyyy




ki ¼ si1;y;in1ðiÞ for i ¼ 1; 2;y; m  1;
then in view of (4.4),
F˜n;k1;y;km1 *g1;k1 *g2;k2y *gm1;km1
¼ f˜1;i1yf˜n1;in1 f˜n;mG˜m1;i1;y;in1 ;
whence X
1pk1p?pkm1pn




G˜m1;i1;y;in1 f˜1;i1yf˜n1;in1 f˜n;m: ð4:8Þ
Obviously, (4.7) and (4.8) imply (4.6).
Using (4.6) recursively with respect to m; we get
In;m ¼ In:m1 ¼? ¼ In;1:
The latter equals 1 due to Lemma 4.1. &
Corollary 4.3. Let f ; gAHþN and let ðf˜; *gÞ be a corona solution in HþN for the corona













is a corona solution in HþN for the corona problem ðf n; gmÞ; n; mAN:
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Proof. Corollary 4.3 follows from Theorem 4.2 if we observe that the number of all
tuples ðk1;y; kiÞ satisfying the relation 1pk1p?pkipn is equal to ðnþi1i Þ: &
Corollary 4.3 admits the following generalization to the case in which at least one
of the exponents n; m is an arbitrary non-negative real number.
Corollary 4.4. Consider the corona problem
ðf a; gbÞ; a; bX0; aþ b40; ð4:10Þ
where f ; gAHþN and the sets C\ f ðCþÞ;C\gðCþÞ contain a simple continuous curve
connecting 0 and N: Assume ðf˜; *gÞ is a corona solution in HþN to the corona problem
















where ½x is the greatest integer less than xAR; is a corona solution for (4.10).
Remark. If any of the numbers a; b is an integer the condition on the corresponding
set C\ f ðCþÞ or C\gðCþÞ can be dropped.
Proof. Obvious reduction to Corollary 4.3. &
Combining Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.4 we get the following.
Corollary 4.5. Let for every k ¼ 1; 2;y; n and i ¼ 1; 2;y; m; the functions fk; gi











where ak40; bi40 and for all non-integer numbers ak; bi the corresponding sets
C\ fkðCþÞ;C\giðCþÞ contain a simple continuous curve connecting 0 and N: Then the
functions











Gˆm;i1;y;ikðf a11 fˆ1;i1Þyðf akk fˆk;ikÞ; ð4:12Þ



















































are corona solutions in HþN; for the corona problem ðf ; gÞ:
Note that Corollary 4.5 remains valid if ak ¼ 0 for some k ¼ l; 2;y; n: If m ¼ l
and b1 ¼ 1; the Corollary 4.5 can be simpliﬁed.
Corollary 4.6. Let f1; f2;y; fn; gAHþN; let ðf˜k; *gkÞ be a corona solution in HþN for the





where each akX0 and the set C\ fkðCþÞ contains a simple continuous curve connecting 0

















ðfj f˜jÞ½aj þ1 ð4:15Þ
are corona solutions in HþN to the corona problem ðf ; gÞ:
Proof. By Corollary 4.4, the functions
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are corona solutions in HþN to the corona problem ðf akk ; gÞ; k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: To obtain
(4.15) it remains to replace in (4.2) the functions fk; f˜k and *gk by f
ak
k ; fˆk and #gk;
respectively. &
5. Explicit formulas for corona solutions
Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6 allow us to construct corona solutions in terms of solutions
of simpler corona problems as from bricks. In this section we consider a number of
such (in a sense canonical) corona problems and construct explicitly corona







z þ i ; gAH
þ
N;
where Im ckX0 for all k; ckacj if kaj; and g is differentiable at points ckAR: Then the
corona problem ðf ; gÞ is solvable in HþN; if and only if
gðckÞa0 for all k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: ð5:1Þ
In that case one pair of its solutions is given by










ck  cj ; ð5:2Þ








ck  cj : ð5:3Þ
Proof. Since limz-N f ðzÞ ¼ 1; conditions (5.1) are just the conditions for the
solvability of corona problem ðf ; gÞ in HþN: We construct its solutions in the form





z þ i ; *gðzÞ ¼ CðzÞ; ð5:4Þ
where CAHþN is a solution of the interpolation problem
CðckÞ ¼ 1=gðckÞ; k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: ð5:5Þ














z þ i ;
is a solution of (5.5) in HþN and gives (5.3).







ck  cj; ðz þ iÞ
n1












RkðckÞ ¼ 1: ð5:7Þ
























which gives (5.2). It is clear from (5.2) that f˜AHþN: Finally, f f˜ þ g *g ¼ 1 due
to (5.4). &
In particular, the corona problems ðfk; gÞ where fkðzÞ ¼ ðz  ckÞ=ðz þ iÞ; k ¼
1; 2;y; n; have the solutions






Using (5.8) and applying Corollary 4.6 we get the following:
Corollary 5.2. Let






; hðzÞ ¼ h0ðzÞgðzÞ;
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where ak; ckAC; Im ckX0 and Im ako0 for all k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; ak40 if Imck ¼ 0 and
akAZþ ¼ f0; 1; 2;yg if Im ck40; f710 ; h710 ; gAHþN and g is differentiable at points
ckAR: Then the corona problem ðf ; hÞ is solvable in HþN if and only if (5.1) holds. In
that case one pair of corona solutions in HþN is given by




























j¼1 is assumed to equal 1.
Below we generalize formula (5.4) to the case of a function f having an inﬁnite set
of zeros in Cþ:
In what follows let emðzÞ ¼ eimz; zAC; mAR
Consider the corona problem ðf ; gÞ with data gAHþN; f ¼ em  c where m40 and
cAC: If 0ojcjo1 then all the zeros of f lie in Cþ and are given by
zk ¼ ðarg c þ 2pk  i logjcjÞ=m; kAZ: ð5:9Þ
In this case the interpolation problem
CðzkÞ ¼ ak; kAZ; ð5:10Þ




















ZkðzÞ ¼ ðeimz  cÞ
z  %zk
z  zk; kAZ;
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belong to HþN and are uniformly bounded due to the relations ZkðzÞ ¼ Z0

























that the series on the right-hand side of (5.11) is absolutely convergent. Hence (5.11)
is a well-deﬁned function in HþN and, obviously, (5.10) holds.
Theorem 5.3. Let 0ojcjo1; m40;
f ðzÞ ¼ eimz  c; gAHþN:




where zk given by (5.9) are the zeros of f : In that case one pair of corona solutions is
given by
f˜ðzÞ ¼ 1 gðzÞ *gðzÞ









Proof. The necessity of (5.13) is obvious.
Assume (5.13) holds and put ak ¼ 1=gðzkÞ; kAZ: By (5.13), fakgAlN and hence
the function *g in (5.14) is a solution of the interpolation problem in HþN:
*gðzkÞ ¼ 1=gðzkÞ; kAZ: ð5:15Þ
It remains to prove that the function
f˜ðzÞ ¼ ð1 gðzÞ *gðzÞÞ=ðeimz  cÞ
also belongs to HþN: Then, obviously, f f˜ þ g *g ¼ 1: It is clear from (5.15) that f˜ is
analytic in Cþ: To prove the boundedness of f˜ we need to estimate f˜ from above
separately in every disc Dk ¼ fz : jz  zkjorg; kAZ; and on the set Y ¼
Cþ\
S
kAZ Dk; where we ﬁx rom1 minfp;logjcjg:
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First, estimate jeimz  cj on Y from below. Due to periodicity it is sufﬁcient to
consider this function only on




jeimrðcos jþi sin jÞ  1j40: ð5:16Þ
Then, by virtue of the minimum modulus principle,
inf
zAY0
jeimz  cjXmin min
zA@D0
jeimz  cj; minppxpp je




jeiðarg c7pÞey  cj

¼minfMjcj; 1 jcj; jcjg ¼: M040: ð5:17Þ





ð1þ jjgjjNjj *gjjNÞoN: ð5:18Þ
Obviously, the functions
FkðzÞ ¼ gðzÞ  gðzkÞ
z  zk ; CkðzÞ ¼
*gðzÞ  *gðzkÞ
z  zk ; kAZ ð5:19Þ




¼ 2mjjgjjNlogjcj ¼: M1oN; ð5:20Þ
jjCkjjNp2mjj *gjjN=ðlogjcjÞ ¼: M2oN; ð5:21Þ
whence Fk;CkAHþN; kAZ: In view of (5.19) and (5.15)
1 gðzÞ *gðzÞ
¼ 1 ðgðzkÞ þ FkðzÞðz  zkÞÞð *gðzkÞ þCkðzÞðz  zkÞÞ
¼ ðFkðzÞ *gðzkÞ þCkðzÞgðzkÞÞðz  zkÞ þ FkðzÞCkðzÞðz  zkÞ2: ð5:22Þ
Hence, for every kAZ; the function
fkðzÞ ¼ ð1 gðzÞ *gðzÞÞ=ðz  zkÞ
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is analytic in Cþ and, by (5.20)–(5.22),
sup
zADk
jfkðzÞjpM1jj *gjjN þ M2jjgjjN þ M1M2r: ð5:23Þ
On the other hand, the functions
hkðzÞ ¼ ðeimz  cÞ=ðz  zkÞ; kAZ





jhkðzÞj ¼ Mjcjr140: ð5:24Þ








				p rMjcjðM1jj *gjjN þ M2jjgjjN þ M1M2rÞoN ð5:25Þ
for all kAZ: Finally, we get from (5.18) and (5.25) that fAHþN: &
Corollary 5.4. Theorem 5.3 remains valid in the case jcj ¼ 1 if in addition the function
gyðzÞ ¼ gðz  i log yÞ belongs to HþN for some y41:
Proof. It is easily seen that the corona problem ðem  c; gÞ is solvable in HþN; if so is
the corona problem ðymem  c; gyÞ; where emðzÞ ¼ eimz: Since the numbers
zˆk ¼ ðarg c þ 2pkÞ=mþ i log yACþ; kAZ;
are the zeros of ymem  c and gyðzˆkÞ ¼ gðzkÞ; we obtain from Theorem 5.3 that the
pair ðfˆ; #CÞ where
fˆz ¼ 1 gyðzÞ
#CðzÞ










is a solution in HþN of corona problem ðymem  c; gyÞ: Then the pair
fˆðzÞ ¼ fˆðz þ i log yÞ; *gðzÞ ¼ #Cðz þ i log yÞ ð5:27Þ
is a corona solution in HþN for the problem ðem  c; gÞ: It remains to observe that
(5.26) and (5.27) give (5.14). &
Consider the corona problem ðem  c; gÞ where em; gAHþN; are as in Theorem 5.3
but where jcj does not satisfy the condition of the Theorem. Case jcj41 is trivial. The
pair ððem  cÞ1; 0Þ is a corona solution in HþN: For c ¼ 0 as well as for jcj ¼ 1 (see
Corollary 5.4), the results are less complete.
To consider the case c ¼ 0 we need some preliminaries.
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kðlÞeilx dl ðkAL1ðRÞÞ ð5:28Þ








and the sum and product of elements of WR deﬁned pointwise (see, e.g., [15, Chapter
7]).
In what follows, we need another algebra WG; which is closely related to WR: WG
is deﬁned as the Banach algebra of all functions f : G-C where G ¼ Rþ in for some

















Notice, WG ¼ WR in case n ¼ 0:
The following result is easily veriﬁed.
Proposition 5.5. The operators P7G given by











t þ i ; xAG ¼ Rþ in
ðnARÞ; ð5:29Þ
















kðlÞeilx dlþ c; ð5:31Þ







kðlÞeilx dl c; ð5:32Þ










WR is a decomposing algebra as it admits a direct sum decomposition
WR ¼ WþR"WR ;
where the closed subalgebras W7R may be deﬁned as the images of two
complementary projections P˜7R given by (5.29) for n ¼ 0; that is, W7R ¼ P˜7R WR:
Analogously, for nAR; WG is a decomposing algebra admitting the direct sum
decomposition
WG ¼ WþG"WG ;
where W7G ¼ P˜7G WG:









where c0AC is arbitrary in case f þ and c0 ¼ 
P
lo0 cle
l  R 0N kðlÞel dl in case









kðlÞeilz dl; zAC7; ð5:33Þ
which belong to HþN; respectively, in view of jjf7jjH7Npjjf7jjWR : Moreover, it





jf7ðx þ iyÞ  c0j ¼ 0: ð5:34Þ
Similarly, the elements in W7G have analytic extensions into the half-planes
C7G ¼ fzAC :7ðIm z  nÞ40g which belong to H7NðGÞ ¼ HNðC7G Þ:
Now let G ¼ Rþ in and n40: The following result is an easy consequence of
Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.6.
(1) If f þAWþR then the function f˜ defined on G by
f˜ðxÞ ¼ f þe ðxÞ
belongs to WþG (here f
þ
e is the extension of f
þ into CþÞ:
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(2) If f AWG then the function f˜ defined on R by
f˜ðxÞ ¼ f e ðxÞ
belong to WR (here f

e is the extension of f
 into CG Þ:
We are now in a position to state our theorem on the solution of the corona
problem in WþR with data em and g: To state that theorem we need the following
result.
Remark. If gAWþR and c0ðgÞ ¼ limy-þNgðiyÞa0 then in virtue of (5.34) there exists
G ¼ Rþ inðn40Þ such that infzACþG,G jgðzÞj40: Hence g1AHþNðGÞ and, moreover,
since gAWþG (see Proposition 5.6), g
1AWþG as well.
Theorem 5.7. The corona problem in WþR with data em; g is solvable if and only if
c0ðgÞa0: If c0ðgÞa0 one pair of corona solutions is given by
e˜mðzÞ ¼ eimzð1 gðzÞ *gðzÞÞ;










ðt þ iÞðt  zÞ dt
 
; ð5:35Þ
where zACþ and G is such that g1AWþG :
Proof. If the corona problem is solvable in WþR then, obviously, coðgÞa0:
Let, then, c0ðgÞa0: Choose G according to the remark above and consider the
following Riemann–Hilbert problem in WG:
e1m ðxÞ  gðxÞZðxÞ ¼ gðxÞZþðxÞ; ð5:36Þ
where Z7AW7G : Since g
1AWG problem (5.36) has the unique solution
Z7 ¼ P˜7G ðg1e1m Þ: ð5:37Þ
Deﬁne now the functions
e˜mðzÞ ¼





g1ðzÞ  eimzZþðzÞ; zACþG :
(
ð5:38Þ
e˜m and *g are analytic and bounded in C

G-Cþ and CþG and since they have the same
limit from both sides of G due to (5.36), it follows, by the analytic continuation
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theorem, that they are analytic and bounded in Cþ: From Proposition 5.6 it follows
that the function ZAWG belongs to W

R : Hence both emZ
; e1m  gZAWR:
Moreover, (5.37) and Proposition 5.5 imply that *g ¼ emZAWþR : Since e1m  gZ ¼
gZþAWþG ; we get that the function e˜mAH
þ
N belongs to WR-WþG : Hence e˜mAWþR
along with *g:
It is now a matter of straightforward algebraic calculations to show that
emðzÞe˜mðzÞ þ gðzÞ *gðzÞ ¼ 1
in CþG and C

G-Cþ:
It remains to show that *g is given by formula (5.35) in the whole of Cþ: This is,
simply, a consequence of (5.37), (5.38) and Proposition 5.5. &
Note that *g in (5.35) does not depend on a choice of G ¼ Rþ in with sufﬁciently
large n40: Then we put (for such G)











ðt þ iÞðt  zÞ dt

; zACþ ð5:39Þ
Let Wg ¼ WþR-egðWR þ CÞ; g40:
Theorem 5.3, Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 5.7 imply the following.
Corollary 5.8. Let m40; cAC and gAWg for some g40: Then the corona problem
ðem  c; gÞ is solvable in HþN if and only if either (1) jcj41; or (2) 0ojcjp1 and
infkAZ jgðzkÞj40; or (3) c ¼ 0 and c0 ¼ limy-þN gðiyÞa0; where
zk ¼ ðarg c þ 2pk  i logjcjÞ=m; kAZ:
Under these conditions one pair of corona solutions in HþN has the form












ðPmðg1ÞÞðzÞ; c ¼ 0:
0
BBBB@
Note that in the particular case
f ðzÞ ¼ eimz  c; gðzÞ ¼ einz  s;
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where c; sAC and 0ompn; a criterion for the solvability of the corona problem ðf ; gÞ
in the class APþW ðnÞ; consisting of functions jAAPþW with the Fourier spectrum
OðjÞC½0; n; was obtained and corona solutions were found earlier (see [3, Lemma
3.3]).
In the case of function f ðzÞ ¼ eimz  c the set of its zeros zk given by (5.9) is
periodic. Now we consider a more general set of zeros for fAHþN:
Let the zeros zkACþ ðk ¼ 1; 2;yÞ be separated, i.e., [13, p. 299],
jzk  zj jXb Im zj; kaj ð5:40Þ
with b40; and let there exist a constant A40 such thatX
zkAQ
Im zkpAlQ ð5:41Þ
for every square Q ¼ fx0pxpx0 þ lQ; 0oyplQg: Then by Carleson’s interpolation
theorem [13, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.1], fzkgkAN is an interpolating sequence: Every
interpolation problem
CðzkÞ ¼ ak; kAN ð5:42Þ























z  %zn ð5:45Þ
(we assume jz2n þ 1j=ðz2n þ 1Þ ¼ 1 in case zn ¼ i).
Indeed, the Blaschke products Bk are well deﬁned and belong to H
þ
N because the







To show (5.46) we follow the idea borrowed from [13, p. 289]. Let
Sn ¼ fzACþ : jzjp2ng; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y :
























p 2A þ 8A
XN
n¼1
2n ¼ 10AoN: ð5:49Þ












Let us now show that the series on the right-hand side of (5.44) is a well-deﬁned
function in HþN: Fix z ¼ x þ iyACþ and choose
Sn ¼ fwACþ : jw  xjp2ng; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;y :
Then




and, by (5.41), X
zkASn
Im zkpA 2nþ1;















































					pC supkAN jakjoN: ð5:52Þ
It follows from (5.50) to (5.52) that the series on the right-hand side of (5.44) is a
well-deﬁned function in HþN: Obviously, (5.42) holds.
Consider now the corona problem ðf ; gÞ where f ; gAHþN and f is an interpolating
Blaschke product, i.e., (see [13, p. 336]), f has distinct zeros in Cþ and these zeros
form an interpolating sequence. By Carleson’s interpolation theorem, the latter is
equivalent to (5.40) and (5.41).
Theorem 5.9. Let f ; gAHþN; where f is an interpolating Blaschke product whose zeros




where fzkg are the zeros of f : In that case
f˜ðzÞ ¼ 1 gðzÞ *gðzÞ










where the Blaschke products BkðzÞ are given by (5.45).
Proof. The necessity of (5.53) is obvious.
Assume (5.53) holds and put ak ¼ 1=gðzkÞ; kAN: By (5.53), fakgAlN and hence
the function *g in (5.54) is a solution of the interpolation problem in HþN;
*gðzkÞ ¼ 1=gðzkÞ; kAN: ð5:55Þ
It remains to prove that the function
f˜ðzÞ ¼ ð1 gðzÞ *gðzÞÞ=f ðzÞ
also belongs to HþN: To this end consider the outer–inner decomposition of function
1 g *gAHþN: It is well known (see, e.g., [16, pp. 67, 69]) that
1 g *g ¼ BSF ;
where B; S; FAHþN; are the Blaschke product, the singular function and the outer
function of 1 g *gAHþN; respectively. In view of (5.55) the set of zeros of the function
1 g *g contains the set of zeros of the Blaschke product f : Then B=fAHþN and hence
f˜ ¼ ðB=f ÞSFAHþN:
Finally, obviously, f f˜ þ g *g ¼ 1: &
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By analogy with Corollary 5.2, applying Corollary 4.6, Lemma 5.1, Theorem 5.3,
Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 5.9, we can write solvability criteria and construct
explicitly corona solutions in HþN; for the corona problem ðf ; hÞ with corona data










ðeilkz  ckÞak ;
hðzÞ ¼ h0ðzÞgðzÞ;
where BkðzÞ ðk ¼ 1;y; nÞ are ﬁnite or inﬁnite interpolating Blaschke products;
ckAR for k ¼ n þ 1;y; m; ckAC and lk40 for k ¼ m þ 1;yN; ak40 if k ¼







N; g is differentiable at points ckAR ðk ¼ n þ 1;y; mÞ and
gAWg for some g40 if jckj ð1 jckjÞ ¼ 0 ðk ¼ m þ 1;y; NÞ:
6. Canonical factorization of triangular matrix functions
In this section we consider applications of the results presented in Sections 3–5 to
canonical factorization problems for triangular 2 2 matrix functions with non-
factorizable diagonal entries consisting of inner functions and their inverses. More
precisely, we construct explicitly a canonical generalized factorization for matrix
functions of the form





First, we consider the case of almost periodic matrix functions of the Wiener class.
In that case a canonical generalized factorization is automatically a bounded
canonical factorization with factors inheriting the almost periodic structure.
Let AP denote the smallest subalgebra of LNðRÞ; containing the functions
el :R-C; x-e










f ðxÞ dx and Oðf Þ ¼ flAR : Mðelf Þa0g
are the Bohr mean value and the Fourier spectrum of f ; respectively. Let APW stand
for the Banach algebra consisting of functions fAAP for which series (6.2) converges






Consider the Banach subalgebras AP7WCAPW ;
AP7W ¼ ffAAPW : Mðelf Þ ¼ 0 for 7lo0g:
By deﬁnition [20], a matrix function GA½APW nn admits a canonical APW
factorization if G ¼ GþG where G7; G17 A½AP7W nn:
Theorem 6.1. If a matrix function GA½APW nn admits a generalized canonical
factorization.
G ¼ GþG ð6:3Þ
relative to some LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; then (6.3) is actually a canonical
APW factorization.
Proof. Let (6.3) be a generalized canonical factorization of GA½APW nn relative to
some LPðR; wÞ: Then according to Section 3 the operator TG ¼ Pþ þ GP is
invertible on the space ½LpðR; wÞ2: The latter implies (see [18, Theorem 7; 19, 37])
that G admits a canonical APW factorization G ¼ GþG: By [2, Proposition 4.1],
Gþ ¼ GþC1; G ¼ CG;
where C is an invertible constant complex matrix. Consequently,
G7; G
1
7 A½AP7W nn: &
If G ¼ Rþ in ðnARÞ and fAWG; then similarly to (5.39) we put, for mAR;












ðt þ iÞðt  zÞ dt

; zAC:
From Proposition 5.5 it follows that, for fAWG given by (5.30), we have




ilz þ R m
0
kðlÞeilzdlþ a0  ameimz; m40;
0; m ¼ 0;P
mplo0
cle
ilz þ R 0m kðlÞeilzdl a0 þ ameimz; mo0;
8>><
>>>:
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cl þ gel þ
Z 0
N
kðlþ gÞel dl; gAR:
Obviously, Pmf is an entire function. By analogy with (5.39), if f
1AW7G for some
G ¼ R7inðn40Þ; then the values of Pmðf 1Þ in case 7m40 do not depend on a
choice of G ¼ R7i*n for *nXn:
Theorem 6.2. Let h ¼ eilxðl40Þ and








W ; mþX0; m ¼ mþ þ
Pn
k¼1 mkak  lp0; and ak; bkAC\f0g;
jakjajbkj; mk40; akAN for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: Then the matrix function (6.1) admits a
canonical APW factorization G ¼ GþG if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) Mðf7Þa0 if m7a0;
(ii) for every k ¼ 1; 2;y; n;
inf
jAZ
jf7ðzkjÞj40 if 7ðjakj  jbkjÞ40; ð6:5Þ
where
zkj ¼ arg bk
ak








f˜þ þ gþbþ gþ












ðg7k Þak ; gþk ðxÞ ¼ akeimkx  bk; gk ðxÞ ¼ ak  bkeimkx; ð6:9Þ





ð1 f7 f˜7j Þaj f˜7k
Xak1
s¼0
ð1 f7f˜7k Þs; ð6:10Þ
*g7 ¼ ð1 f7f˜70 Þem7
Yn
k¼1
ðð1 f7 f˜7k Þ=g7k Þak ; ð6:11Þ
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f˜70 ¼
Pm7ðf 17 Þ; m7a0;











; 7ðjakj  jbkjÞ40;
0; 7ðjakj  jbkjÞo0;
8><
>: ð6:13Þ
and cþk ¼ bk; ck ¼ ak:
Proof. Sufficiency. Obviously,
gþf ¼ fþel  f; gþ ¼ elg; ð6:14Þ
where g7AAP
7
W and OðgþÞC½0; l;OðgÞC½l; 0: Hence, assumption (A) is
fulﬁlled for matrix function (6.1) in case f given by (6.4) (see also (3.25)). Moreover,
the corona problems ðf7; g7Þ are solvable in H7N; respectively, and the pairs ðf˜7; *g7Þ
given by (6.10) and (6.11) are their solutions.
Indeed, consider, for example, the ‘‘+’’ case. By Corollary 4.6, the corona
problem ðfþ; gþÞ is solvable in HþN if this is true for the corona problems
ðfþ; gþk Þ; k ¼ 0; 1;y; n; where gþ0 ¼ emþ: Put
*gþk ¼ ð1 fþf˜ þk Þ=gþk ; k ¼ 0; 1;y; n; ð6:15Þ
where f˜ þ0 and f˜
þ
k ðk40Þ are given by (6.12) and (6.13), respectively.
If mþ40; then MðfþÞa0 in view of (i), and hence, by Theorem 5.7, the pair
ðf˜ þ0 ; *gþ0 Þ is a corona solution in HþN for the corona problem ðfþ; gþ0 Þ: If mþ ¼ 0; then




Fix kAf1; 2;y; ng: If jakj4jbkj; then (ii) and Theorem 5.3 imply that ðf˜ þk ; *gþk Þ is a
corona solution in HþN for the corona problem ðfþ; gþk Þ: If jakjojbkj; then gþk is
invertible in APþW and, by (6.13), f˜
þ
k ¼ 0 whence, in accordance with (6.15),
*gþk ¼ 1=gþkAAPþW : Again ðf˜ þk ; *gþk Þ is a corona solution in HþN for ðfþ; gþk Þ:
Finally, by virtue of Corollary 4.6, the corona problem ðfþ; gþÞ is solvable in HþN
and the functions












ð *gþk Þak ð6:16Þ
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are its corona solutions in HþN: On substituting (6.15) into (6.16) we get (6.10) and
(6.11) in ‘‘+’’ case.
As a result it follows from Theorem 3.4 and (6.14) that the representation G ¼
GþG with factors G7 given by (6.7) is a generalized canonical factorization relative
to every LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ: Since GA½APW 22; we can conclude, by
virtue of Theorem 6.1, that this factorization is actually a canonical APW
factorization.
Thus we have obtained, not only the sufﬁciency of conditions (i) and (ii), but also
explicit formulas for the factors G7:
Necessity. Since
gþf ¼ fþel  f;
where f7AH7N; gþ ¼ emþ
Qn
k¼1 ðakemk  bkÞakAHþN-elHN and 1=gþALNðRÞ; we
get that both assumptions (A) and (B) hold (it is sufﬁcient to put jþ ¼ 0; cþ ¼ 1 in
(3.5)–(3.6)). Then Theorem 3.4 implies that the corona problems ðfþ; gþÞ and ðf; gÞ
are solvable in HþN and H

N; respectively. The latter immediately gives (i)
and (ii). &
Remark. (cf. Caˆmara and dos Santos [9]). Theorem 6.2 remains valid in the more
general case fþAWþR ; fAW

R þ C if we replace canonical APW factorization by
generalized canonical factorization relative to every LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ:
Analogously, using Theorem 3.4, Corollaries 4.6 and 5.8 we can prove the
following result.
Theorem 6.3. Let h ¼ eilxðl40Þ and














W ; c7AC; g7X0 for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n;
ak; bkAC; 0ojbkjpjakj; mk40 and ak40 if jakj ¼ jbkj; akAN if jakjajbkj;
1=gALNðRÞ and g7 ¼ ge7l=2AAP7W :
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Then the matrix function (6.1) admits a canonical APW factorization G ¼ GþG if and
only if one of the following conditions holds:
(i) c ¼ 0acþ; g1 AAPW ;
MðgþÞa0 if gþ40; ð6:17Þ
inf
jAZ
jgðzkjÞj40 for kAKþ ¼ f1; 2;y; mg; ð6:18Þ
(ii) ca0 ¼ cþ; g1þ AAPþW ;
MðgÞa0 if g40; ð6:19Þ
inf
jAZ
jgðzkjÞj40 for kAK ¼ fm þ 1;y; ng; ð6:20Þ
(iii) ca0acþ and (6.17)–(6.20) hold where
zkj ¼ arg bk
ak





mk; k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; jAZ:




7 ð1 g7 *g70 Þe8g7
Q
kAK7
ðf7k Þ½ak þ1akðf˜7k Þ½ak þ1; c7a0;













ð1 g7 *g7k Þs; c7a0;
g17 c7 ¼ 0;
8>>><
>>>:
f þk ðxÞ ¼ akeimkx  bk ðk ¼ 1; 2;y; mÞ; f k ðxÞ ¼ akeimkx  bkðk ¼ m þ 1;y; nÞ
and f˜7k ¼ ð1 g7 *g7k Þ=f7k ;
*g70 ¼
P7g7ðg17 Þ; g7a0;
0; g7 ¼ 0
(
and for ka0;
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Remark. Theorem 6.3 remains true in the more general case gAWR if we replace
g7AAP
7





C and ‘‘generalized canonical factorization relative to every LpðR; wÞ;
1opoN; wAApðRÞ:’’
Let now hðxÞ ¼ eilx;
f ðxÞ ¼
Qs
j¼1ðcjeinjx  djÞbj eilx 
Qt





where l40; for j ¼ 1; 2;y; t;
cj; djAC\f0g; nj40; bj40 if jcjj ¼ jdjj; and bjAN if jcjjajdjj; ð6:22Þ
mþX0 and m ¼ mþ þ
Xn
k¼1
mkak  lp0; ð6:23Þ
ak; bkAC\f0g; jakjajbkj; mk40; akAN for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n: ð6:24Þ
In this partial case we can construct canonical APW factorization of matrix function
(6.1) in another manner: on the base of Theorem 3.4 and of APW corona solutions
constructed by Corollary 4.5 from APW corona solutions for corona problems of the
form (eimz  a; einz  b) which were found in [3, Lemma 3.3].
We conﬁne ourselves only with a canonical APW factorization criterion. Let
Jþ ¼f1; 2;y; sg; J ¼ fs þ 1;y; tg;
K7 ¼fk ¼ 1;y; n :7ðjakj  jbkjÞ40g:
Theorem 6.4. Let h ¼ eilxðl40Þ and f be given by (6.21)–(6.24). Then the matrix
function (6.1) admits a canonical APW factorization if and only if for every choice of7










			 			7nj ; if nj=mk is irrational:
Note that Theorem 6.4 generalizes Theorem 5.1 in [3] and corrects its assertion
(iii).
Now we pass to more general matrix functions (6.1). We consider two
applications. First one is connected with function h being the product of the
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simplest singular function el and a ﬁnite Blaschke product. The second concerns
inﬁnite Blaschke products.
Analogously to Theorem 6.1, using Theorem 3.4, Corollary 4.6, Lemma 5.1 and
Theorem 5.3, we get the following result.
Theorem 6.5. Let hðxÞ ¼ eilxðxi
xþiÞN ; l40; N ¼ 1; 2;y;










where f7AH7N; cjAC\R and bjAN for j ¼ 1; 2;y; t;
ak; bkAC\f0g; jakjajbkj; mk40; akAN for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n;Pn
k¼1 mkak ¼ l;
Pt
j¼1 bj ¼ N (we include i in some cj).
Then the matrix function (6.1) admits a canonical generalized factorization
G ¼ GþG relative to some (equivalently, every) LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; if
and only if
ðiÞ for every j ¼ 1; 2;y; t;
f7ðcjÞa0 if 7Im cj40;
and conditions ðiiÞ of Theorem 6.2 hold.
In that case G7 are given by (6.7) where

















































k are given by (6.9) and (6.13), respectively.
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Analogously to Theorem 6.3 we can get a dual version of Theorem 6.5.
Let ZðBÞ denote the zeros of interpolating Blaschke product B: Theorem 3.4,
Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 5.9 imply the following result.
Theorem 6.6. Let f7AH7N;
h ¼ B1B2yBn; f ¼ ðfþh  fÞ=ðBþ1 Bþ2yBþn Þ;
where Bkðk ¼ 1; 2;y; nÞ are interpolating Blaschke products with zeros in some
strips 0obkpIm zpbþkoN and Bþk are interpolating Blaschke products
with ZðBþk ÞCZðBkÞ: Then the matrix function (6.1) admits a generalized




jf7ðz7kj Þj40 for every k ¼ 1; 2;y; n;
where z7kj are the zeros of the Blaschke product B
7
k ; and B

k ¼ Bþk =BkðAHNÞ:
In that case G7 are given by (6.7), (6.25) where
g7 ¼B71 B72 yB7n ; *g7 ¼ B˜71 B˜72 yB˜7n ;
f˜7 ¼ f˜71 þ
Xn1
k¼1


















1; B7k ¼ 1;
8>><
>:
and B7kj are the Blaschke products B
7




Finally, we give examples of classes of matrix functions that satisfy assumption
(A) of Theorem 3.4, and consequently the theory of the previous sections
may be applied to obtaining explicit formulas for the factors of a generalized
canonical factorization as well as deriving conditions for existence of such a
factorization.
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with gnAHþN-e1=nHN; i.e., the Fourier spectrum spðgnÞ satisﬁes spðgnÞC½0; 1=n:
Let us begin by showing that assumption (A) of Theorem 3.4 is satisﬁed. This is














and, bearing in mind that sp gnC½0; 1=n; eix=ngnðxÞAHN; we seek to determine the
coefﬁcients gjAC in the above formula so that
pnðxÞFþ1 ðxÞ ¼ eix=nCðxÞ þ geix; ð7:3Þ










ixl=n þ cneix ð7:4Þ





gjajl ¼ 0; l ¼ 0;y; n  1 ð7:5Þ
has a non-trivial solution. In (7.5) the coefﬁcient matrix A ¼ ½aij is a Toeplitz n 
ðn þ 1Þ matrix with aij ¼ aji and ak ¼ 0 for ko0: Obviously, (7.5) has a non-trivial
solution gj ðj ¼ 0;y; nÞ:

















and we may apply Theorem 3.4.
We illustrate, with a particular example of this class, the procedure for calculating
the factors in the factorization of G:
Let
f ðxÞ ¼ ð1þ eix=2  eixÞg2ðxÞ
with g2AHþN; sp g2C½0; 12:
In this case we have
Fþ1 ðxÞ ¼ 1 12eix=2 þ 12eix
and
gþðxÞ ¼ 1 12eix=2 þ 12eix; fþðxÞ ¼ 12g2ðxÞ; ð7:6Þ
gðxÞ ¼ eix  12eix=2 þ 12; fðxÞ ¼  32g2ðxÞeix=2 þ g2ðxÞeix: ð7:7Þ
To study the generalized canonical factorization we have to consider two corona
problems.













and since gþ is invertible in HþN; because jjz1;2jj41; it has the solution
*gþðxÞ ¼ 2ðeix=2  z1Þ1ðeix=2  z2Þ1; f˜þ ¼ 0: ð7:8Þ
The second problem has corona data
fðxÞ ¼  3
2
g2ðxÞeix=2 þ g2ðxÞeix;







Solving two elementary corona problems (cf. Theorem 5.3) and using the
separation principle, we may conclude that this second problem is solvable in HN if













and the solution is
f˜ ¼ f˜1 þ f˜2 ð1 f  f˜1 Þ; ð7:10Þ
































Then, by Theorem 3.4, matrix function (7.1)–(7.2) has a generalized canonical
factorization G ¼ GþG relative to LpðR; wÞ; 1opoN; wAApðRÞ; if and only if
condition (7.9) is satisﬁed. In that case factors are given by
Gþ ¼
fþ þ gþFþ gþ




*g þ fF f˜  gF
" #
;
where F7 ¼ P˜7ð *g þ e1 f˜Þ and g7; f7; f˜7; *g7 are given by (7.6)–(7.7), (7.8) and
(7.10)–(7.11).
The second class we wish to consider is








ðc0 þ ek2nc1h1=nÞj ð7:13Þ
with c0; c1AC; jAHþN-hHN; ejm ¼ expð2pij=mÞ; m; jAN:
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ðc20h1=n  eknc21h1=nÞj ¼ ðc2n0 h  c2n1 h1Þj ¼ hfþ  f
and thus




















As in the previous case, if hðxÞ ¼ eiax; a40; we may solve two corona problems
using Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 5.3, and calculate the factors of the generalized
canonical factorization of G given by (7.12) and (7.13) when it exists.
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